

- Header mates to plug assembly 776213 which uses reeled terminal 776252 or loose piece terminal 776254

- Materials: header housing - glass filled pbt, pins - tin or gold plated brass, gasket - silicone

- Housing colors are mechanically keyed to mate only with identically colored plug assemblies.

- Accepts #4 self tapping thread cutting screws or metric equivalent. Drive to 0.8 N.m max.

- Date code in this location using 5 digit code. First 2 digits = year, second 2 digits = week, last digit = day.
RECOMMENDED P.C. BOARD LAYOUT FOR 1.5T THICK P.C. BOARD

RECOMMENDED MOUNTING HOLE LAYOUT FOR 0.6 MAX THICK PANEL

SECTION A-A
OPTIONAL CONSTRUCTION IF PANEL THICKNESS IS GREATER THAN 2.0

SECTION A-A
OPTIONAL CONSTRUCTION IF PANEL THICKNESS IS GREATER THAN 2.0

716262-2 & 1-716282-2
KEY LOCATION
SCALE 2:1

716262-4 & 1-716262-4
KEY LOCATION
SCALE 2:1

176262-5 & 1-176262-5
KEY LOCATION
SCALE 2:1